Abstract. We consider indexing and range searching in metric spaces. The best method known is AESA, in practice requiring the fewest number of distance evaluations to answer range queries. The problem with AESA is its space complexity, requiring storage for Θ(n 2 ) distance values to index n objects. We give several methods to reduce this cost. The main observation is that exact distance values are not needed, but lower and upper bounds suffice. The simplest of our methods need only Θ(n 2 ) bits (as opposed to words) of storage, but the price to pay is more distance evaluations, the exact cost depending on the dimension, as compared to AESA. To reduce this efficiency gap we extend our method to use b distance bounds, requiring Θ(n 2 log 2 (b)) bits of storage. The scheme uses also Θ(b) or Θ(bn) words of auxiliary space. We experimentally show that using b ∈ {1, . . . , 16} (depending on the problem instance) gives good results. Our preprocessing and side computation costs are the same as for AESA. We propose several improvements, achieving e.g. O(n 1+α ) construction cost for some 0 < α < 1, and a variant using even less space.
Introduction
Similarity searching has a vast number of applications in numerous fields, such as audio, image and document databases, computational biology, and data mining, to name a few. In almost all the applications we have a database of objects and a metric distance function defined between any two objects. Metric space indexing then means preprocessing the database so that subsequent queries can be efficiently answered without comparing the query against the whole database. The most fundamental type of query is range query: retrieve all objects in the database that are within a certain similarity threshold to the given query object. A large number of different data structures and query algorithms have been proposed [2, 7] .
More precisely, we have a universe U of objects, and a non-negative distance function d : U × U → R + . The distance function is metric, if it satisfies for all The last item is called the "triangle inequality", and is the most important property in our case as we see later. The database S is a finite subset of that universe, i.e. S ⊆ U. The size of S is |S| = n. The database S is preprocessed in order to efficiently answer range queries. Given a query object q, we retrieve all objects in S that are close enough to q, i.e. we retrieve the set {u ∈ S | d(q, u) ≤ r} for some user supplied r. The trivial method is then to directly compute the n distances and return objects that satisfy the condition. In general metric spaces the (black-box) distance function is the only way to distinguish between the objects. Moreover, the distance function is often very expensive to evaluate (consider e.g. comparing documents or images). Hence the usual complexity measure for range searching is the number of distance function evaluations required to answer the query. In this respect AESA (Approximating Eliminating Search Algorithm) [12] is the baseline. The main problem of AESA is that it requires Θ(n 2 ) space to index a database of n objects. Thus a large body of research have aimed to approach the performance of AESA while keeping the space complexity linear [2, 7] . All these (as well as AESA) are based on the triangle inequality to discard elements without to compare against the query. However, the linear size index structures are not competitive against AESA. The space complexity of AESA comes from storing a matrix of all the n(n − 1)/2 pairwise distances between the database objects. The availability of all the distances in constant time makes AESA so powerful. Consequently, several indexing techniques have been developed that try to mimic AESA while using less memory, see Sec. 2. In this paper we present a simple alternative to AESA.
Previous work
AESA [12] and its variants are based on the following fact:
where q (query), p (pivot, selected object) and o i (object) are any objects in the universe U. Moreover, p and o i are also in the database S. Given a range r and a query object q, the task is to retrieve all objects
In AESA all the n(n − 1)/ 
can be eliminated, since by Eq. (1) it cannot be in the range. In other words, we compute a new set
are retrieved from the precomputed matrix. However, the elimination process has to make a linear scan over the set S , so the cost is the time for one distance computation plus O(n). This process is repeated with a new pivot p taken from the qualifying set S , until S becomes empty. The next pivot can be selected in many ways, picking it at random being the simplest strategy. However, it is better to select it as the object whose lower bound distance to the query is the smallest. These lower bounds can be maintained in O(n) time.
Better, but more costly strategies can be found in [3] .
LAESA [8] stores only k rows of the distance matrix, hence needing only Θ(kn) space. The search strategy is basically the same as in AESA. The only difference is that as the number of pivot objects is limited to k, it may not be a good idea to eliminate them in early stages of the search, since they could be used to eliminate other objects later. The preprocessing stage has the additional complexity of deciding which objects to select for pivots. A good strategy is to select objects that are maximally separated [8] . Finally, the parameter k should be as large as possible within the memory constrains to better approximate AESA. The classic pivot-based algorithm is similar to AESA and LAESA, but in this case the pivots are never eliminated during the filtering phase.
More recently, t-spanner graphs have been proposed to approximate the distance matrix [9] . The idea is to explicitly store only some of the distances, while the rest can be approximated within a factor t. The larger t is, the less real distances have to be stored, but the search becomes more costly as less objects can be directly filtered out. The method is also substantially more complex than AESA.
In this article we present a technique that is simpler than t-spanner AESA, and we also have lower cost side computations.
Partitioning AESA
The simplest way to reduce the space complexity of AESA is to divide the database into P blocks, each of size n/P objects. One can then build P AESA matrices, requiring a total of Θ(n 2 /P ) space (and distance computations). The time trade-off is that to answer the queries, we must run AESA P times. However, for reasonably small P this might still be competitive against many algorithms that take only Θ(n) space. We call this method PAESA. Similar technique was used in [4] , except that a (linear space) index was built over the P blocks. Therefore, our goal is to reduce the space usage of AESA by some factor of P , while trying to keep the search performance better than P times the cost of AESA.
We now introduce our method which we will call BAESA, for Binary/Bounded AESA. For each object o i in our database, we compute and store b distance bounds, or radii, that is, we build R 0...n−1,0...b−1 . These radii are sorted to increasing order, i.e. R i,h < R i,h+1 . Moreover, we require that
for any j. Alternatively, we may assume that R i,b−1 = ∞, and not store it explicitly. The space required for R is nb distances, where each distance may take e.g. one computer word of storage (e.g. 32 or 64 bits). In our case b will be a small number, in the range 2 . . . 16, and hence this space is negligible as compared to AESA. Note also that R can replace the original AESA distance matrix if we use b = n, and define
It is also possible to use just b radii, as our method works even if R i,h = R j,h for i = j, i.e. we can use a table R 0...b−1 instead. In this case the space required is just b distance values. We consider selecting b and the radii R i,h later.
We also build a bounded distance index matrix M , which is defined as
Note that each entry M i,j takes only log 2 (b) bits of storage, i.e. a total of Θ(n 2 log(b)) bits in additional to the space required by R or R .
The following Lemma (see e.g. [7, Lemma 4.2] ) immediately suggests how we can use M and R:
(It also holds that d(q, o) ≤ d(q, p) + ub, but this is not interesting for us.)
Our search algorithm is basically the same as in AESA, the only difference is that we do not know the exact distance d(p, o), as this is not stored in the matrix as in AESA. However, we have effectively stored lb (lower-bound) and ub (upper-bound) distances for it. More precisely, assume that we are interested in
If R i,h−1 is not defined, we use simply lb = 0. Similarly we can use the distances R h−1 and R h . Now, every object o ∈ S that satisfies
can be eliminated (compare to Eq. (2)), where q is the query object, and r is the range radius.
LBAESA
Note that we can generalize BAESA in the same way as AESA is generalized to LAESA. That is, instead of using all the n objects in the database as potential pivots, we may choose only k objects. The search algorithm remains essentially the same. In this way, we use an array R 0...k−1,0...b−1 (or R 0...h−1 ) of distances and matrix M 0...k−1,0...n−1 of log 2 (b) bits per element. Total space then becomes Θ(kn log(b)) bits and Θ(kb) words.
Efficient construction and updates
The preprocessing for AESA needs Θ(n 2 ) distance computations, to build the distance matrix. Similarly, inserting one new object to a database that contains n objects needs n distance computations. However, deletions are cheap, since that involves only deleting one row and column from the distance matrix. In case of BAESA we must delete one row from R as well.
For BAESA we do not need n distance computations to insert a new object u. Consider the case b = 2. We can assign R n,0 = r and R n,1 = ∞, and use the existing data structure to perform a range query that retrieves all objects with distance at most r to u, i.e. we compute
This takes only O(n α ) distance evaluations for some 0 < α < 1, depending on r . Then we set
In fact, we can use this method to build the whole data structure, which then takes only O(n 1+α ) distance computations. In principle this method could be generalized for larger b as well, but the benefits diminish as b and R n,b−2 increase.
Comparison to other algorithms
In the following we review two linear space structures and draw parallels to BAESA and BLAESA and show how the algorithms could be combined.
List of Clusters (LC)
. LC [1] selects a random pivot c, called a center, and a covering radius cr(c) for the center. The center and its covering radius define a zone, and cr(c) is the maximum distance from c to any other object in the zone. A parameter h defines the number of objects in each zone. The list is built as follows. The first center is chosen in random. Then its h − 1 nearest neighbors are selected, and cr(c) is the distance to the (h − 1)th neighbor. The zone is then c and its h − 1 nearest neighbors. The set of these objects is called I, and the rest of the list is recursively built for E = S \ I. The next center selected is the one that maximizes the sum of distances to all previous centers.
The search evaluates the distance e = d(q, c), and if e ≤ r the center c is reported. If e ≤ cr(c) + r, i.e. the query intersects the zone, the bucket of h − 1 objects in I is searched exhaustively. If e > cr(c) − r, i.e. the query is not fully contained in I, then E (the rest of the list) is searched recursively.
Vantage-Point Tree (VPT).
VPT [13] (also known as "Metric Tree" [11] ) is basically a balanced binary tree version of LC, up to pivot selection techniques (although historically VPT appeared before LC). That is, I and E contain half of the objects each, and both are built and searched recursively.
Comparison. Consider BLAESA and LC. The latter selects k = n/h pivots (centers), and for each pivot a covering radius is computed. This is in fact precisely the same thing what BLAESA does, in the case of only one bit is used for the distance bound index. The difference is that in the case of BLAESA the covering radius applies to the whole database, not just to the rest of the object list (the E branch) as in LC. The price to pay is that BLAESA needs Θ(kn) bits in addition to the Θ(k) radii, but the reward is that at the search phase each "center" can be used to prune objects from all the "zones", not only from the current zone as in LC. Hence BLAESA will have better performance.
Similarly, in the same way BAESA would correspond to VPT, if the covering radii is chosen in the same way both in BAESA as in VPT. In this case BAESA would be an improved version of VPT, being able to prune objects from all branches of the tree with each distance evaluation, but again the cost is the additional Θ(n 2 ) bits for the matrix M . Finally, we note that the buckets (I branches) in LC could be implemented with BAESA. The buckets then take Θ(h 2 ) bits + Θ(h) words of space. For small h (so that the size of the matrix M is not dominating the linear space component) this is the same space as the LC would need just to store the list of objects in the bucket, i.e. the search performance of LC can be improved without an increase in space complexity. The same applies to VPT. Similar idea was used in [4] , but the buckets were implemented with plain AESA, and hence the space complexity was worse.
Compressed distance matrix
Even in the best case (log 2 (b) = 1) the matrix M takes Θ(n 2 ) bits of space. We now show how this can be reduced to o(n 2 ) bits. The idea is to use compressed dictionaries that provide constant time access to the stored elements [10] . Consider again the case b = 2, i.e. each element M i,j is only one bit. We can therefore compress each row (bit-vector) of M using the method that still provides constant time access to M i,j [10] . The number of bits used for a row that has m zero (or one) bits and n bits in total is
The first term can be easily shown to be at most the zero-order empirical entropy of the bit sequence, i.e.
The total space then becomes about n 2 H 0 (M ) + o(nm) bits. Note that we can easily control the value of m, since for each row it is the number of objects that are covered by the radius R j,0 . For instance, we can choose that radius using the criterion m = n β for some β < 1, and obtain o(n 2 ) bits of space. This idea can be easily generalized for larger b values as well. For example, we can obtain
bits of space [6] for k = o(log b (n)), where H k (M ) is the k-order empirical entropy of M . Again, to obtain H k (M ) < log 2 (b) the number of objects covered by the radii must be unbalanced. We note that k-order entropy depends on the order of the objects stored in the database. However, minimizing the entropy for one row (by permuting the columns) of the matrix affects the entropy for the other rows in uncontrollable way. Hence the column permutation should be saved for each row as well, but this would take too much space.
Selecting the radii
Some heuristics to choose the best radii have been proposed: quantiles by element, quantiles by radius, non-uniform partition and using standard deviation.
All of them are shown in Fig. 1 .
-Quantiles by Element (QBE). A way to select the radii is to divide the set of objects to partitions having equal number of objects. That means that the ith radius is selected so as to cover i(n/b) objects of the set, where b is the number of partitions. -Quantiles by Radius (QBR). Another way to select the radii is using the histogram of distances and dividing it to equal slices with r. In other words, the ith radius is selected as r i = mind + i(maxd − mind)/b, where mind and maxd are the minimum and maximum pair-wise distances. -Using standard deviation (SD). This way to select radii is based on standard deviation that is the most common measure of statistical dispersion. We used the values ±D and ±2D and so on around the mean to select the radii, where D is the standard deviation. -Non-uniform Partition (NUP). In this case we choose the size of every partition in non-uniform way.
Note that since NUP allows us to use any partitioning, all the other methods are special cases of NUP. However, it is not clear what is the optimal way to do the partitioning. In Sec. 7 we study this question experimentaly in the case b = 2. The analysis (for a different, linear space data structure) in [1] suggests that the partitioning should be unbalanced, as it is e.g. with QBR. BAESA. In Fig. 2 we show the performance of BAESA to retrieve the nearest neighbor in different dimensions. In this plot we use 1 bit for every heuristic to choose the radii, and we compared the performance of a classic pivot-based algorithm using 93 pivot (4 bytes per distance), this is the same amount of memory that we use. Also, it is interesting to compare our performance with a t-spanner. In this case we used t values 1.4 . . . 1.8 for dimensions 4 . . . 20. Notice that tspanner use the same amount of memory than our heuristics after dimension 12. In lower dimension t-spanner uses less memory than our heuristics. For NUP we used a radius that covers 10% of the database for dimensions 4 . . . 10, and 50% for higher dimensions. Our method uses significantly more distance evaluations than AESA, but we only keep Θ(n 2 ) bits + Θ(n) words against Θ(n 2 ) words kept by AESA.
We can improve the performance of BAESA when we use more bits per element. In Fig. 3 we use 4 bits per distance, i.e. 16 distance bounds. This greatly improves the performance. In this plot, again, we use the classic pivotbased algorithm (using 93 and 372 pivots). We also compared the performance of a t-spanner against our algorithms. In this case, with QBE heuristic we used twice the number of distance evaluations as compared to AESA, keeping just Θ(n 2 log(b)) bits + Θ(nb) words. BAESA using QBE BAESA using QBR BAESA using SD pivot−based algorithm (372) pivot−based algorithm (93) t−spanner AESA Fig. 3 . Comparing AESA, BAESA (using 4 bits) and pivot-based algorithm (using 93 and 372 pivots).
In Fig. 4 we show the performance of BAESA for varying database size, using two different criteria (QBE and QBR) with 1 and 4 bits. By using 4 bits BAESA holds its performance close to AESA even for changes in the size of database. BAESA using QBE b=1 BAESA using QBE b=4 BAESA using QBR b=1 BAESA using QBR b=4 AESA In Fig. 5 we show the performance of LBAESA using 2 and 4 bits, against pivot-based algorithm using 188 pivots. Notice that 188 pivots used by LAESA and pivot-based algorithm consume much more memory than used by LBAESA, however it is important to show the performance of LBAESA using the same amount of pivots. In this case, after dimension 12 we compared 20% more of the database against LAESA, keeping just Θ(kn log(b)) bits and Θ(kb) words against Θ(kn) words.
Partitioning AESA. The same data (unitary cube) were probed using PAESA and comparing it against pivot-based algorithm using the same amount of memory. The pivots for PAESA were chosen randomly. In Fig. 6 we use 3,000 objects in different dimensions.
Finally, we experimented with BAESA using NUP and only one bit per element, and varying the percentage of the number of objects covered by the first radius. In Fig. 7 we can see that in low dimension a smaller radius is better, but in higher dimension a larger radius is better. Note also that e.g. for a radius covering only 10% of the database the zero-order empirical entropy of the matrix M is about 0.47, which means that we can compress the matrix to about half of its original size. Real Databases. Finally, we made experiments in a real database of 1,131 faces (CAS-PEAL [5] ). The intrinsic dimension of CAS-PEAL is 9. This is a typical database used for pattern recognition. The performance of our algorithms is showed in Fig. 8 . As we can see using 2 partitions and QBE with 4 bits we have a good performance in this database. These results are interesting because we compared only 5% more of the database keeping only half (PAESA) or one eight (QBE) of the memory used by AESA
Conclusions
We have proposed a simple variation of AESA. Our method uses significantly less memory than plain AESA, it is very simple to implement and the experimental results are very competitive against previous algorithms that use superlinear space. 
